Positive afferent feedback to the human soleus muscle during quiet standing.
In this study we investigated the mechanisms responsible for soleus muscle contraction during quiet standing. Subjects stood on a platform that was randomly moved forward or downward or rotated around the ankle. Downward perturbation caused a short-latency drop in averaged rectified soleus electromyography (SOL EMG). SOL drop increased monotonically with downward acceleration amplitude. Ischemia above the knee abolished or diminished this drop. Ischemia above the ankle had no diminishing effect. Vibration of the Achilles tendon had a diminishing effect on the amplitude of SOL responses. The short-latency drop in SOL observed for downward perturbation might be due to a decrease in positive afferent feedback due to the sudden decrease in body weight. This implies the existence of an ongoing afferent feedback loop toward the SOL motoneuron pool from force-sensitive receptors. Both Ia and Ib afferents probably play a role in the responses observed.